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About This Game

The world is in dire need of a hero…

Such a shame it’ll have to settle for less.

Follow Alvar, Landric, and Valerie as they
successfully fail their way to restoring a
fallen dragon to her former self in hopes

of stopping another dragon-god from
obliterating mankind.

Features:

* No Random Encounters
* Dungeon Puzzles

* 100+ Abilities to Find and Master
* Minimal Level Grinding Required

* Easily Swap Ability Sets by Changing Equipment.
* In-game Tutorial for RPG Newbies
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Chell Has Got 150000000000000 Stupidity Units. This game was better than number 1. I liked it more because you had infinite
lives you didnt have to play levels more than once and this game had more content like 8 more minutes of content. I really want
there to be more of these games.. Excellent. Deserves its high reviews.
This is a point and click style casual adventure game, with some "use the item / shape" type hidden object scenes.
I found it entertaining and well-designed. When I was done, I wanted a sequel.
Note: there are definitely a few jump scares, and the atmosphere is creepy at times; nothing I'd classify as horror, but something
to bear in mind

I liked the title song - very cool.

There were a few places with dialogue choices, but I couldn't tell if the answers mattered (except for one easy achievement).
That aspect felt unfinished, somehow - as if they'd planned for more complexity, then decided against it. That said, it was nice
to be able to choose my character's overall personality through those choices.

A very solid 9.5 out of 10 for me for this type of game. I still want a sequel - is there one?. I just trying tutorial. There are some
problems there but I like the concept. I wish developers to continue fixing the bugs found in there. It could be a great game! I
recommend only to those have to spend 10 bucks for a buggy but promising product and further motivate the developer. Oculus
Rift version.. DO NOT THINK, JUST BUY, BUY ALL YOU FRIENDS AND FAMILY,TOVAЯISH
With this game you will become HEREBY ЯUSSIAИ!!!!!111!
1337/420BLAZEIT
GAME OF THE YEAR
DRINK VODKA, LOVE PUTIN AND SAMOLIOTIK
KALINKA-MALINKA, KALINKA MOYA, V SADU YAGODA-MALINKA, MALINKA MOYA. It won't play on my Mac
and it freezes on my PC. The level I played was great, but it only happened once and there was no response to my forum
question asking for help.. 0/10 try to escape the game instead

From the screenshots and the gameplay vids this looks like a cheap X-Com clone (the decade old ones to be precise) which
actually appeals to me.... well, I got it in a bundle and was eager to give it a go.....

Yeah.... Boring, uninspired, repetetive are just a few of the more polite words I would describe the game with. The only positive
thing to mention are the photoshoped pics of avarage joes (and a jane) used for some hillariously funny ingame action shots..
great waifus, light story: a good game
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Best Graphics in series. So I've played it enough to say that:

It's fun.

It's beautiful.

The song is catchy as hell.

We fell some kind of communication between the devs and the players: that beautiful song in the title screen, this fast and fun
gameplay.

It's an efficient way to kill the time, and I mean that in the most positive way. You play, you have some giggles, you stop, then
you start again and have fun again!

So, as simple as I could say, Barbar-Ian is a very good game, and really holds its place into games like Hotline Miami, The
Binding of Isaac, Nidhogg.

And, finally, for the devs: Thanks a lot for that great game you've brought to us!. I really liked Nairi for it's cute characters and
artstyle, the unusual setting and the good soundtrack. Puzzles were fine, although I would have preferred a bit less backtracking
in the later parts.

Unfortunately the game ends on a cliffhanger right when the story is picking up pace. I really hope there will be a successor, it
would be a shame not to see the conclusion of the story. I'll keep you my dirty little secret. Don't tell anyone or you'll be just
another regret.. This might be my new favorite VR Game!

I grabbed a person, used my radiation breath to turn him into a skeleton in my hand, then ate him.

Only one arcade mode and a free play mode so far, but I love it, and played it multiple times.

Cant wait to see what comes next!!!!. This game ♥♥♥♥♥ all over WWE 2K

Dragons' Twilight II Progress Update:
Just wanted to let folks know that I have indeed been working on the next Dragons' Twilight game. I've taken your feedback and
improved many systems as well as added much more playstyle customization, achievements, original art,
cinematic/orchestration quality music, and more.

With a only a few hiccups, progress has been good so far. I expect a release to be between September and December 2019. So
please hang in there a bit longer, and I'll be sure to drop another progress update as we get closer to launch.
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